
 

 

Anna University Exams Nov / Dec 2016 – Regulation 2013 
Rejinpaul.com Unique Important Questions – 3rd Semester BE/BTECH 
EC6301 OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING AND DATA STRUCTURES 

Important Note: Study all the related program for the below questions, without writing programs you cannot score Good 
Grades 

Unit 1 
1. Explain Object Oriented Programming concept with c++ program as example 

2. Explain different types of constructor with example program 

3. What is operator overloading and Function Overloading (along with C++ Program Complex Numbers ) 

4. What is a Friend function? What is the use of using Friend functions in c++ ? (write two programs and properties) 

Unit II 

1. What are the different forms of inheritance supported in c++? Explain with an example  

2. Explain in detail about Virtual function with example and explain how late binding is achieved through virtual 

function 

3. Explain class object to base and base to class object conversion, Base to derived class object conversion with 

suitable example. 

4. Discuss (a) Pure virtual function (b) virtual destructor (c) concrete classes 

Unit III 

1. Convert the expression ((A+B) *C –(D-E)^(F+G)) to equivalent prefix and post fix notations and evaluate(by 
assigning values to A,B,C,D,E,F,G) with procedure.(different form of expressions expected) 

2. Write a c++ Program (a) sum up all odd numbers in a single linked list (b) perform addition and differentiation 
using linked list form of queue. (Polynomial manipulation program) 

3. Explain the linked list implementation of list ADT in Detail 

4. Implement all about Definition, program , explanation for Queue using array 

5. Implement all about Definition, program , explanation for Stack using array 

6. Implement all about Definition, program , explanation for singly linked list using array 

Unit IV 

1. What are the graph traversal methods BFS,DFS. Explain with algorithm and example 

2. Explain  ADT and its representation, Operations (union and find) algorithm 

3. Discuss Connected components and biconnected components 

4. Illustrate different methods of traversing binary tree with example. State tree applications.(Binary search tree).  
Unit V 

1. Discuss the quick sort algorithm and apply the same for the following numbers 65 70 75 80 60 55 50 45 Illustrate 
each step of the sorting process? Write a c++ code to implement linear search with suitable example 

2. Write a c++ code to implement merge sort with suitable example?  
3. Write c++ code to implement binary Search with suitable example? 
4. Explain linear and binary search algorithm with example and program? Explain its algorithm analysis 
5. Implement Quick Sort With Suitable Example And Program Explain its Time Complexity Apply Quick sort for the 

following 42 47 52 57 62 37 32 27 22 

6. Explain merge sort algorithm with example and program? Explain its algorithm analysis? 
 

Part C 
1. Design Matrix And Vector Classes With Static Allocation And Use Friend Function To Do Matrix Vector 

Multiplication 



 

 

2. Matrix Class With Constructor,Destructor,Copy Constructor And Assignment Operator Overloading 
3. Write a c++ code to perform addition of two polynomials using link list form of queue. 
4. Explain the process of postfix, prefix, and infix expression evaluation. Convert an infix expression a+b*c+(d*e+f)*g 

to postfix notation. 
5. Explain how divide and conquer is applied to merge sort. Trace the algorithm for the following set of data. 25, 0, 

8, 78, 6, 34, 56, 90, 94, 27, 100 
6. Sort the following values using Quick sort &amp; Insertion Sort: 65,70,75,80,60,55,85,50,45 

 

 
All the Best for Exams 
Questions Are Expected for University Exams This May or may Not Be Asked for Exams 
Please do not Copy (or) Republish This Questions, Students if You Find the Same Questions in Other Sources, Kindly report 
us to rejinpaulteam@gmail.com 


